MEN'S TENNIS

#1 Embry-Riddle 6, #23 Olivet Nazarene 3

Singles

1. Deni Zmak (ERAUMT13) def. Oscar Mancineiras (ONU) 6-1 (1-0), 6-3 2. Jaime Sanchez-Canama (ERAUMT13) def. Rodolfo Sanchez (ONU) 6-2, 6-0 3. Simon Felix (ERAUMT13) def. Juan Lopez-Isasi (ONU) 6-2, 6-0 4. Landon Williams (ONU) def. Patrick Besch (ERAUMT13) 5-7, 7-6 (8-6), 15-13 5. Miguel Lopez Gomez (ERAUMT13) def. Caio Barros (ONU) 6-3, 6-3 6. Peter Jensen (ONU) def. Juan Verberne (ERAUMT13) 7-6 (7-5), 6-1

Doubles


Match Notes:

Embry-Riddle 8-2; National ranking #1

Order of finish: Doubles (1,2,3); Singles (3,2,5,1,6,4) Lopez Gomez clinched at No. 5 singles